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While literally hundreds of books exist on the subject of "cartographic" maps, The Art of

Illustrated Maps is the first book EVER to fully explore the world of conceptual, "imaginative"

mapping. Author John Roman refers to illustrated maps as "the creative nonfiction of

cartography," and his book reveals how and why the human mind instinctively recognizes and

accepts the artistic license evoked by this unique art form. Drawing from numerous references,

The Art of Illustrated Maps traces the 2000-year history of a specialized branch of illustration

that historians claim to be "the oldest variety of primitive art." This book features the dynamic

works of many professional map artists from around the world and documents the creative

process as well as the inspirations behind contemporary, 21st-century illustrated maps.



Renae C., “Bought for my son, who loves maps. My son is very into all things maps and

geography right now. He is going to be very excited to receive this for Christmas. The book is

larger than I expected and is full of full color maps and high quality pages. I would definitely

recommend for anyone who loves these things.”

revwar, “Specialized Form of Art. This book is excellent---seems to be the definitive book in

this subject. I only hope the computer age doesn't transplant this art. I purchased this book for

a professional artist who finds it indispensable as she has done similar art work with maps

(walking guides) as the subject.”

Janet M. O'connor, “Five Stars. This is a great resource for map inspiration! I'm glad I was able

to purchase a used copy.”

Chad Dresbach, “Excellent. Excellent”

DCW, “Five Stars. Beautifully illustrated, professionally written.”

gloria civiello, “Five Stars. Love the book great illustration”
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The Art of Illustrated Maps provides a very detailed look into the history of illustrated

mapmaking from almost 2,000 years ago to present day. It talks about the significance maps

have over the years, the importance, especially during the war, and the evolution

afterwards.The book also talks about prominent geographers and cartographers from the past,

and how maps were actually created back then, the process and the challenges of making

them accurate. Many of the olden days maps which you will see in the book are focused more

on the aesthetic side while the modern illustrated maps are still focused on that but with an

emphasis on accuracy. Author and map designer John Roman has provided an extensive

writeup into mapmaking that even includes talking about the design elements, such as using

the golden mean, symbols and colours.Roman has also included a section that talks about his

own process to illustrating maps. The section has many examples of his own maps

commissioned by others, sketches, and captions.The last section of the book features

contemporary map illustrations from other artists. In this section you get to see artists using

their own interpretation and style to create maps their own way. There are lots of fun maps to

look at.Overall, it's a great book for those who want to learn about the history and process of

illustrated map making.Another related book that I would recommend is 

  

A Map of the World: The World According to Illustrators and Storyteller



  

  

    .(See more pictures of the book on my blog. Just visit my Amazon profile for the link.)”

Beth in Iowa, “A wonderful resource for anyone interested in the art and perspective of

illustrated maps. As someone who spent hours as a child closely studying the literary maps in

the Oz books, Winnie-the-Pooh and the like, and having taken a few high school drawing

classes, I now have come to appreciate illustrated maps as a gardener. I have drawn overview

maps of my garden layout with the help of Google Earth, but I've been thinking of trying to

render an illustrated or perspective version of my house and gardens -- and it's a whole

different ballgame than merely tracing and coloring in an aerial photo. So I was very happy to

see that my public library has a whole book about the history and process of drawing such

artistically conceived maps.John Roman's book not only provides some technical suggestions

about the process of making illustrated maps, it also includes an overview of the history of

such maps, as well as an attempt to analyze the artistic/creative process in general. And the

numerous examples of illustrated maps contained in the book have been of tremendous help to

me in deciding what style of illustrated map I might like best.I highly recommend Roman's book

for anyone who is fascinated by the art and perspective offered by illustrated maps, for artists

who wish to enter this field, and for anyone interested in the history and art of cartography.”

alangranger, “Five Stars. a beautiful book”

The book by John Roman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 17 people have provided feedback.
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